
 
 
 

Welcome Bowman Second Graders!   

 

 
Dear Second  Grader, 
  I am looking forward to a wonderful year helping you learn!  Be ready to read, write and learn 
about many new things.  
 
Here are some things that you can practice for a successful start in  second grade: 
· Be sure to read, read, read! Remember, the more you read, the more you know! Read by yourself, to a 
friend or   family member. 
·  Review the 100 word wall words from first grade on the back of this letter.  
· Practice  single digit  addition math facts (ex:  9+9) and subtraction facts up to 18. 
·  Count forwards to 120 starting from any number. Count by 2s, 5s and 10s, too. 
·  Practice writing sentences with correct word wall words and conventions.  A simple journal about 
what you did this summer would be a great way to reinforce your writing skills. 
·  Remember the Bowman rules are that we all are “Ready, Respectful, Responsible and Safe”. 
 
Be ready for class. Here are the supplies that all second graders will need to have when they start school: 

3 dozen plain yellow #2 sharpened pencils 1 dozen small glue sticks 

1 pointed tip child size scissors 2 large boxes of tissues 

2 boxes of 24 count crayons 1 pack of 12 colored pencils 

2 pink erasers (not the decorative type) 1 pack of 8-12 classic color washable markers 

1 plastic pencil box (8” x 5” x 2”) 1 box of zipper sealed plastic bags 

1 pair of headphones or earbuds boys--sandwich size 

(please open and test) girls--gallon size 

1 backpack (without wheels please)  

 
 

The children in our class will also need: 
1 small pencil pouch 1 container antibacterial wipes 
1 spiral notebook (can be decorative) 1 additional pack of 8-12 classic color washable markers 
1  roll of paper towels 

 
Hello, parents!  In order to make your child’s first day of school a smooth and easy one, please help by making 
sure his/her supplies are ready to use.  Take all of the supplies out of the packaging.  Sharpen all #2 pencils  ahead 
of time.  Place 1 dozen pencils in the pencil pouch with 1 pink eraser. Place 1 box of crayons,  2 glue sticks, 1 set of 
markers and scissors inside the supply box. Then, put all of the extra supplies inside of a large Ziploc bag labeled 
with your child’s name.  I will have a label for the notebook.   Bring ALL of the supplies to school with you on your 
scheduled conference day.  Also, you may want to stock up during back to school sales (especially glue sticks)  for 
extras to replenish in January.  With your help, we can start learning and doing great things right away!  We are 
going to have a wonderful year.  See you soon!  

Sincerely, 
Ms. Stevens 
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